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MEET
OUR
TEAM
Tobias Griffith
Implementation Expert

T

obias is one of IDS's top
implementation experts, and
works hard to ensure new clients are
implemented smoothly. With 4 years
of experience supporting the idsDoc
system, Tobias brings a wealth of
knowledge to every client he helps.
"Tobias goes above and beyond to help
clients setup idsDoc," says Clint Salisbury, head of implementations at IDS.
"We're lucky to have him."
When he is not working, Tobias enjoys
travelling all over the world with his
three children. He has been to six of
the seven continents, and fully intends
to visit the last.
"Working at IDS has been great," Tobias says. "We have amazing clients and
great employees."

LOS Partner Spotlight
A

s one of IDS's partners, LendingQB's loan
origination system (LOS) is a top-notch product
for lenders. LendingQB provides a comprehensive
solution called Lean Lending, which optimizes the
way lenders originate mortgages and engage with
their customers.
"LendingQB is an excellent interface. We appreciate
their willingness to work with us to provide great service to our mutual clients," said implementation manager Clint Salisbury.
LendingQB's responsive employees have an incredible dedication to client support. They are always willing to work with IDS employees to resolve bugs in
the system or make customizations for clients. LendingQB's ability to adapt to the customizable elements
of idsDoc makes them one of our top partners.
It's not only the employees of LendingQB that make
them great. Their system is highly developed, with
excellent mapping to the LendingQB/IDS interface.
This allows us to more quickly implement and adjust
the idsDoc system to suit lenders’ needs. This also
eliminates the need for duplicate data entry in idsDoc.

Introducing Hybrid eClosings from IDS
I

DS clients now have the ability to conduct hybrid electronic mortgage closings through our doc prep platform. The new hybrid
eClosing ability makes use of our already established eSign room to provide lenders a simple, usable interface for the electronic
signing of non-notarized closing documents. The lenders who adopt this ability early will be ahead of the curve to provide their
borrowers with a more seamless eMortgage experience.
Our hybrid eClose is the real-world solution lenders need to take a step towards a full eMortgage process. As more investors accept
eClosing and more states legalize eNotarization, we are happy to provide the tools to keep our clients up-to-date with the latest industry trends. Additionally, we are happy to provide an eClosing platform that interfaces smoothly with our LOS partners, thanks to
utilizing our already tried-and-true eSign room.
Currently, the promissory note and other documents requiring notarization still need to be wet-signed. There are features that allow
you to group and print all wet-sign docs as well as scan them back into the package to make this process as smooth as possible. In the
future, however, IDS plans to support the Notary Signing Methods of "In Person eSign" and "Remote Notary" as the industry adopts
these practices.
To activate the Hybrid
eClosing Solution for
your company, please
contact your sales representative or email us at
idssales@idsdoc.com.
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